Native Authored
A River Lost by Lynn Bragg
Berry Magic by Teri Sloat
Crazy Horse's Vision by Joseph Bruchac
Did You Hear the Wind Sing Your Name? by Sandra De Coteau Orie
First Salmon by Roxane Beauclair Salonen
The First Strawberries by Joseph Bruchac
Giving Thanks by Jake Swamp
The Good Luck Cat by Joy Harjo
Jingle Dancer by Cynthia Leitich Smith
Just a Walk by Jordan Wheeler
Kumak’s House by Michael Bania
Nanabosho by Joseph McLellan
On Mother’s Lap by Ann Herbert Scott
Powwow’s Coming by Linda Boyden
Rocks Not Happy In Sacks by Gilbert Walking Bull and Sally Moore
Thanks to the Animals by Allen Sockabasin
This Is Our Land by George Littlechild

Nature Based – Fiction and Non Fiction
Come Back, Salmon by Molly Cone
Life Cycle of a Salmon by Bobbie Kalman
Over in a Forest by Marianna Berkes
Over in a River by Marianne Berkes
Three Bears of the Pacific Northwest by Richard Lee Vaughn

Resource Books
A Broken Flute – The Native Experience in Books for Children by Doris Seale and Beverly Slapin
Do All Indians Live in Tipis? Questions & Answers from the National Museum of the American Indian
by National Museum of the American Indian
How to Tell the Difference: A Guide for Evaluating Children’s Books for Anti-Indian Bias
by Doris Seale and Beverly Slapin
Keepers of the Animals: Native American Stories and Wildlife Activities for Children by Joseph Bruchac
Keepers of the Earth: Native American Stories and Environmental Activities for Children by Joseph Bruchac
Keepers of Life: Discovering Plants through Native American Stories and Earth Activities for Children
by Joseph Bruchac
Keepers of the Night: Native American Stories and Nocturnal Activities for Children by Joseph Bruchac
Lessons from Turtle Island by Guy W Jones and Sally Moomaw
People of the Cascadia by Heidi Bohan
Rethinking Columbus: The Next 500 Years: Resources for Teaching About the Impact of the Arrival of
Columbus in the Americas by Bill Bigelow and Bob Peterson